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CH ATTANOOG A. TENNESSEE 37401

SN-1578. Lookout P1 ace .;

VAN 181990.

t.

[U.S.'NuclearRegulatoryCommission i

ATTN: Document Control Desk- -

Hashington, D.C. 20555-

Gentlemen:
"

'

.In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-327
Tennessee Valley:Authortty ) 50-328 ;

SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT-(SON) - LONG-TERM CABLE ROUTING PROGRAM - NRC
. INSPECTION REPORT NOS. 50-327/87-52 AND 50-328/87-52

-Reference: TVA letter'to.NRC dated November 10, 1987, "Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
(SQN) Unitsfl and 2 - NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-327/87-52 and
50-328/87-52, SQN Essential Raw Cooling Water (ERCW) System
As-Built Verification Inspection - Response to Violations"

In the referenced letter,.TVA provided its response to an NRC violation ~

associated with design control. The example cited dealt with cable routing.
. As a result of the violation, TVA committed to a long-term cable routing .

program. Although significant= progress has been made, TVA's commitment to
have a:long-term cable routing program fully implemented by January 1990
cannot be' completed.as originally scheduled. Two restraints have been
identified that impact fully meeting this commitment by that date.

First,wwalkdowns to prepare profiles on IE trays,-paint node points on 1[
trays, and verify conduit /lE tray.. interfaces in the Unit i annulus were
scheduled for the Unit 1 ice outage. The ice outage was subsequently
cancelled, delaying the completion of these activities until the Unit 1
Cycle 4 refueling outage. Second, signal tracing of--the lE and nondivisional
cables-in IE trays'was originally scheduled to be performed dur.ing power
operation. However,-because of the uncertainties associated with signal
tracing because of the possibilities of initiating a reactor trip or another
engineered safety feature (ESF) actuation, the signal tracing has not been
completed. Signal tracing of the cable samples is scheduled to be completed

w -in each unit's Cycle 4 refueling outage. The results of signal tracing will
'be evaluated and incorporated into the established program.

-Completion of these final actions will occur by March 1,1991. The current
. status of the program is included in Enclosure 1. The revised commitment date
is contained in Enclosure 2.
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If you=have any:g~uestions concerning this submittal, please telephone
M. A. Cooper at (615) 843-6651.

~

\ Very truly yours,
,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
,e !

N' ts /

Manager, Nuclear Lic nsing and
Regulatory Affairs*

.p ,

Enclosures ,

cc (Enclosures): d

Ms. S. C. Black, Assi'stant Director
.-for Projects

-TVA Projects Divislon
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission !

One White Flint, North
:11555 Rockville Pike.
Rockville, Maryland 20852

.Mr.-B. A'. Wilson, Assistant Director j
'

.for Inspection Programs
TVA Projects Division

"' U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marletta Street,.NW, Sulte 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

s
' '

:NRC Resident' Inspector
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
2600;Igou Ferry Road
Soddy Daisy, Tennessee 37379
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c Enclosure 1
. ..

Long-Term Cable Routing Program

The attributes and status of the long-term cable routing program aretas
,

follows.

1. Verify the existing computer program for cable routing (complete).

2.' Directly compare cable _ tray drawings to the actual installation to verify
cable tray installation.- (This is the cable tray network, not the cable
routing within the network.) Halkdowns have been performed, and no- '

discrepancies have been identified. Cable trays have been identified that >

appear on the conduit and tray drawings, but are not part of the computer
cable network _This configuration has been evaluted and determined to be
acceptable.

.c

3. Perform a walkdown to determine the entry and exit points of the cables.
The walkdown results will, in turn, be evaluated against the cable '

program, and the discrepancies will be resolved. Walkdowns of the conduit
and 1E cable tray interfaces have been performed except for the Unit 1
annulus.

4. Using the walkdown data, add new intermediate cable tray node points to
the computer program to more accurately define cable routing. (Complete)

5. Compare the cable routing program with the quality controlled cable pull
cards, and generate routing exception reports where discrepancies are-

~found. Each exception report will be evaluated for acceptability using
the following five attributes: (a) tray and/or conduit overfill,
(b) cable ampacity, (c) separations (train and voltage), (d) 10 CFR 50
Appendix R, and (e) environmental qualification.

.

The. quality controlled' cable pull information has been reviewed. The
discrepancies that were identified have been evaluated using the above
attributes.

6. Verify the balance of the data base by signal tracing, using acceptable
sampling procedures. Exceptions found will be evaluated using the five
attributes above, and the sample will be expanded where a cable falls to
meet.any of the-ettributes. Signal tracing will be completed during the
Cycle-4 refueling cutage for each unit.

7. Update the cable routing cata base with the new data discovered or
developed. Updating the cable routing data bcse is ongoing.

8. Evaluate discrepancies to determine the root cause, e.g., procedural or
technical issue. This item is to be completed after completion of the
signal tracing.

9. Develop a new computer program user's manual that incorpcrates the
improvements developed during this pro 9 cam and its use required for future
modifications. As a result of the long-term cable routing program review,
no changes to the current program manual have been identified.

.
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Enclosure 2' ' *
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Long-Term Cable-Routing Program*

Revised Commitment
:i:;

TVA's long-term cable routing program will be completed 60 days after*

completion of the Unit 2 Cycle 4 refueling outage.
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